Discover TEYDE

Inspire yourself in your future home.

We analyze all scenarios to provide you with an integrated,
customized, secure and automated solution tailored to your real
needs. Executing the entire installation with highly qualified
personnel to ensure compliance with the agreed execution
times and guarantee the highest quality service, product and
services, generating a secure future value for your home.
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LIGHTING CONTROL
Configure the environment you need for each
occasion or use our pre-configured sequences
for day to day.

Explore our services

TOTAL CONTROL BY VOICE

Control your home with our domotic systems.

Modifying any aspect of your home just by
requesting it is possible, enjoy your home controlled
only with your voice.

AUTOMATED OPENINGS
Opening of blinds and automatic curtains according to
sunlight and their preferences.

CLIMATE CONTROL
Adjust your home at any time from your mobile device to
receive you at the temperature you want.

AUDIO
Enjoy your favorite songs with the best sound systems, surround,
Hi-Fi, multiroom or our exclusive hidden systems.

VIDEO 4K MULTIROOM
All video systems in a single device to manage and play different
multimedia content in multiple rooms. No interference between devices
or members of the house.

CINEMAS
Feel from the slightest tropical rain to the most impressive chases thanks to
the transmission of 4k video and an amazing surround sound. Enjoy and live
your movies like never before.

TECHNICAL ALARMS
Breathe tranquility, monitor your home from your mobile device at any time, create
lighting sequences, music and blinds openings for simulate presence. In addition,
you will receive notifications via mobile of any anomaly of your systems such as C02
leaks.
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Control the whole of your home
from a single device.

We optimize and simplify the most exclusive and cutting-edge technology
for your home in a mobile app, offering you the most control and
personalization possible. Simple and intuitive, wherever you´ll be , you
could control everything.
We offer integral solutions designed in direct response to your needs.
You will enjoy the freedom to control and program remotely every
facet of the technology of your home. Through motion sensors
recording your absence, all technology within your home will be
turned off at predetermined levels, set by you

Crestron wireless remote
with touchscreen.
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Efficient consumption
Intelligent use of resources.

We use a self-regulating luminaire depending on
the amount of sunlight combined with automatic
blind opening systems, making the most of
natural light and reducing consumption.
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Thermostats

Attractive, elegant and intuitive.

Do not settle for more traditional models, we provide keyboards and
mechanisms that have been designed to integrate perfectly in your home,
complementing your decoration with a wide range of finishes and colors.
Thermostats
from Jung.
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Perfection is shown
in the small details.

We pursue perfection, that is why we provide our systems with the best
quality and features, configuring a unique and personalized service for
each client, recording on keyboards the lighting options you need,
making your day easier.

Crestron touchscreen.
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Total control by voice
Improve your lifestyle.

Enjoy the convenience of observing the rooms of your home, control
the music, temperature, lights, what you need, only with your voice.
Modify any aspect of your home , enjoy your home controlling it
only with your voice to really complement and improve the way
you live.

1. Alexa from Amazon
2. Crestron Touchscreen
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Set the scene you need.

Dim the luminaire to relax, make a presentation, watch a
movie or on the contrary, turn on all the lights to not miss
any detail. Choose in each moment the scene required
by the situation.
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Enjoy your favorite series and movies
Play your high definition multimedia content
without interference.

4K VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
The highest definition, the most detailed image and the widest projection
surface’s visibility are provided by the ideal image resolution quality. We
distribute and organize all video systems so you do not miss anything, with
a single device manage and play different multimedia contents in multiple
rooms, without interferences between members or devices at home.

CINEMAS
Get the best AV quality for your home theater. Live your favorite movies
with an almost real level of detail thanks to the transmission and
conversion of 4K signals. Enjoy like never before the surround sound.
Feel from the slightest tropical rain to the most impressive persecutions.
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Immerse yourself in a new experience
Obsessed with the best audio quality.
MULTIROOM
We offer the ability to play music in multiple rooms, without limits using multi-room audio / video
systems. This means that each member of the family can be listening or watching a different or similar
multimedia source without interferences each others.

HI-FI - HIGH - END
Create a broader and deeper sound impression, minimizing any loss to provide you with a sound so
real and natural that you feel that they are acting in front of you. We offer the most exclusive Hi-Fi
systems, with a unique sound reproduction, providing a clear and natural audio approaching the
maximum reality.

SURROUND
We provide you surround sound systems in order to enrich and increase the quality of reproduction
in an unimaginable way, providing speakers of the best quality, located precisely in its sweet spot,
in which the effects of audio work optimally to wrap the listener with a 360º sound.

HIDDEN SOUND SYSTEMS
Aware of the needs of our customers, we offer totally hidden and invisible sound systems for
those who want to feel everything without seeing anything. We make integrated installations
to the whole, generating a visually cleaner installation and providing the installation of our
exclusive hidden speakers to enjoy a perfect sound, without knowing where it comes from.
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Find out the power of your company.
Raise attention, increase the visibility.

Through the videowalls’ installation, digital projections, Led totems or digital
signage we manage to raise the necessary attention so that your business shows
the contents that you want your target audience to know.
Show the most timely visualization at any time, whether you want to show a
corporate announcement of your business, exclusive offers, the availability
of rooms or conference rooms, the most immediate news or the most
important events.
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We dont make smoke.
Your needs, our skills.

We pursue the absolute satisfaction of our clients in each project that
we carry out. Meet our team to adapt the installation to your most
personal preferences without anything different from your original
thinking, customized to your real needs.
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Our brands.

Synonym of quality.
We work with the best brands in the market
to guarantee the highest quality in all
the products installed in our projects.
Each of these brands offers the highest
performance on the market with an
exclusive design.
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